
RADIO RAM – English zone (Strefa Angielskiego) Christmas edition – part 1 

Terry:  Are you going back to England for Christmas this year, Nick? 

Nick: No, I’m staying right here. 

Terry: So, a traditional Polish Christmas then? 

Nick: Well, not exactly. We have decided to include some English traditions. 

Terry: You mean going to the pub on Christmas day? 

Nick: No, not that – only lonely people do that. I mean pulling crackers, eating mince pies and having 

a glass or two of sherry.  

Terry: Crackers and mince pies… yeah, great, but they must be hard to find. Is your mum going to 

send them over? 

Nick: Come on Terry. Move with the times. I just go the ‘English shop’. 

Terry: The ‘English shop’? In England there are plenty of Polish shops, but I’ve never heard of an 

English shop here.  

Nick:  Really, I thought everyone knew about them.  There’s one near the Rynek and another one not 

far from the railway station.  

Terry: So, can you really buy crackers and mince pies there? 

Nick: Yes you can.  

Nick: Perhaps you can explain what crackers and mince pies are. 

Nick: Sure. A cracker looks like a very big sweet. 2 people pull it and it makes a banging sound as it 

opens. The person who left holding the bigger part wins what is inside. 

Terry:  And what is inside a cracker? 

Nick: 3 things: a small toy, a paper hat and a terrible joke. 

Terry: That’s right. You put on the hat, play with the toy and read out the terrible joke. And of course, 

crackers are pulled at the table while eating. For us English, this is a very normal tradition, but it may 

seem a bit wierd to other people. 

Nick: Yes, and I suppose it may also seem weird to explain that mince pies are not made of 

mincemeat. Mince pies are sweet cakes filled with mixed fruit and are often served hot with cream. 

Terry:  And will you be eating a traditional English Christmas dinner? 

Nick: Absolutely. Roast Turkey, stuffing, veggies and gravy. Hmm, I’m hungry just thinking about it.  

Terry: And can you buy that at English shops too? 

Nick: I am not sure about all of it, but there is more and more English food on the shelves here. 



Terry: So, English food is actually quite popular and available in Poland. It is also really delicious. 

Nick: Of course it is. Smacznego! 

OK, Let’s sum up… 

- Christmas Cracker - strzelająca zabawka bożonarodzeniowa z niespodzianką  

- Mince pie - babeczka z kruchego ciasta z nadzieniem z bakalii, spożywana w okresie Świąt Bożego 

Narodzenia 

- To move with the times means to stay up-to-date with what is happening in the world 

-weird is another word for ‘strange’  

-Roast Turkey – pieczony Indyk 

-Stuffing - nadzenia 

-Veggies is the informal word for vegetables 

-Gravy – angielski sos mięsny 

-Smacznego in English is ‘Enjoy your food’ or simply ‘Enjoy’. 
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